The
sliding door collection

Individually
designed
sliding door
solutions
Providing truly individual design and
manufacture, supported by an installation
service across a complete range of sliding
wardrobe doors, Stanley can transform even
the most difficult of spaces into a stylish

The right track
Using the very latest sliding track
technology, Stanley doors glide
open and closed effortlessly –
time after time, every time. Quality
manufacture ensures they are built
to last while the subtle design
means they are unobtrusive
and easy to use. Top tracks
co-ordinate with the full range of
finishes, complemented by four
universal bottom tracks available
in brass effect, silver effect, gold
effect and plain white.

DOOR
FINISH
OPTIONS

Antique Pine Effect

Cherry Effect

Pearwood Effect

White Ash Effect

Mahogany Effect

Beech Effect

Flowered Limed
Oak Effect

bespoke bedroom.
Simply select from our exciting new range
of modern and traditional styles in natural wood
effect and mirrored finishes, and let a Stanley
approved Designer Fitter do the rest.
Your wardrobes or storage space will be
planned and designed by an independent
network of Designer Fitters, and then
professionally installed in your home.
Once your individual design is completed, the
Stanley range can be adapted to fit most room
shapes and sizes. With the usual attention
to detail, superb finish and wide choice of
shelving and accessories, you really can create
the perfect storage solution to reflect your taste,
complement your décor and suit your lifestyle.
With a ten year guarantee, you will have
a wardrobe you can enjoy for years to come.

Keeping things minimal, the clean lines,
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elegant simplicity and sheer white

lacquered glass finish of these doors

displays an understated confidence in both
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your life and style. The silver effect tracking

and mirror door complement and complete
the contemporary fuss-free look creating
a wardrobe with a certain attitude.

Blending modern light wood with
textured glass, mirrored finishes
and subtle colours, the Stanley
Contemporary range has the
universal simplicity to suit any
bedroom. Functional yet individual,
it has the understated confidence
and independence that reflect the
designer inspired lifestyles of
today’s home makers.

the clean lines of...

contemporary

ontempo

Using full length mirrors to reflect
traditional furniture creates a sense
of space and pleasantly disguises the
use of modern methods in wardrobe
and storage design. Brass effect
tracking adds a touch of style and
echoes the fixtures and fittings often
found in traditional décor.

Pine finish wardrobe doors combine the warmth
of light wood with an interesting grain pattern.
Pine remains a favourite finish in more traditional
bedrooms and the wood effect frame and useful
full length mirror complete a very homely look.

The Stanley Traditional range has been

A fresh twist on the traditional wooden

produced to reflect the tastes, styles,

wardrobe idea, our beech effect

furniture and décor of those looking to the
past for inspiration. Still offering exciting

framed door provides a brighter focus
to the bedroom. Creating an open and
natural fresh air feeling, beech

designs and interesting combinations,

complements the light of a full length

the Traditional range is less likely to date,

mirror to bring the outdoors inside

creating wardrobes with a longer life and

in a wonderful combination.

more relaxed style.
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Before

Perhaps the archetypal classic British
wood, pear goes back as far as
furniture itself. Bringing the finish
right up to date in our pearwood effect
sliding doors, gives it a fresh new look
which is clearly at home in any
modern bedroom.

Turning a bedroom alcove into a sliding door
wardrobe can dramatically improve the use of
space. Providing storage for many things as well
as clothes, rooms become tidier, more practical
and better organised. Able to fit into areas large
or small, a sliding door conversion might just
remove the stress from your cleaning routine.

After

Based on designs that stand the test of time,

Offering a complete range of accessories,

the Stanley Classical range provides a unique

storage shelves and single and double

opportunity to create a familiar wardrobe with

hanging racks, our wardrobes can be

a modern twist. Perfectly suited to loft living,
modern or more traditional homes, our Classical

specially customised to meet your exact
needs. Not only will a Stanley sliding
door wardrobe create more space,

wardrobe doors will add an extra touch of style

it will create just the right type of space

to any bedroom.

for you.

updating the...

classics

Producing flexible storage
space for today’s multi-function
households, the Stanley Home
Office range provides a dual
purpose wardrobe option for
active individuals. Using hightech finishes and reflective
surfaces to produce a solution
to your storage problems, the
Home Office range brings the
minimalist technology of modern
living right into your room.

making home...
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